
About Brighteye

Brighteye Ventures is the leading venture capital fund in Europe focused on
education technology. Founded in 2017, we believe that using technology to
enhance learning is a massive underserved opportunity. Brighteye has backed
some of the fastest growing EdTech startups across Europe and North America
including: Epic!, Ornikar and Tandem. Brighteye is based in Luxembourg with
advisory offices in London and Paris.

About the Head of Communications position

Brighteye is seeking a Head of Communications to help build the profile of
the fund, tell the stories of the companies that we back, organize events and
share industry insights.

Reporting to the Managing Partner, the Head of Communications will be the
point person for defining and executing the fund’s communication strategy
and a dedicated external communications resource for the fund’s portfolio
companies.

Applicants should be self-driven professionals with a commitment to
improving the experience of learning and education. This individual will have
wide interests beyond education, tech and business and a strong passion for
people. She/he can both create ideas and execute them successfully. Our ideal
hire is self-aware, communicates clearly, takes feedback well, embraces
change, tolerates ambiguity, and can work on multiple projects
simultaneously.

HEAD OF COMMUNICATIONS 
@ BRIGHTEYE VENTURES 

(LONDON !)

http://www.getepic.com/
http://www.ornikar.com/
http://www.tandem.net/


Key Responsibilities

• Develop Brighteye’s presence on the web, audio/video, social media and
online communities to increase awareness of the fund among
entrepreneurs and investors

• Create, manage and distribute content campaigns that highlight
Brighteye’s investment activities and developments within portfolio
companies

• Act as an external communications resource for Brighteye companies to
build the profile of these companies among potential funders, employees,
customers and industry partners

• Cultivate and maintain a network of journalists, analysts, podcasters and
influencers at the intersection of tech and education who regularly cover
Brighteye and portfolio companies

• Organize virtual and in person events that bring together leading
entrepreneurs, investors and industry players

Key Qualifications

• 5+ years experience in either journalism or public relations, including
direct experience working with or covering startups.

• Mastery of communication tools and software (Photoshop, Powerpoint,
Keynote, etc.) as well as website design tools like Wix, and email
marketing tools like Mailchimp, etc.

• Proven ability to develop and execute communications campaigns
independently and translate data into stories

• Experience organizing and executing successful events
• Excellent grasp of tone and levers of different social media channels
• Comfortable in social settings and amicable - happy to talk to press and at

events
• Fluency in languages beyond English a plus

Interested candidates, please reach out via email#
careers@brighteyevc.com

mailto:careers@brighteyevc.com

